
Musicians and lung capacity



Big Question
Do people who play brass and wind 

instrument have a better lung capacity then 
people who don't play brass or wind 

instruments?



Research 
Studies have shown that people who play wood or brass 
instruments have a better lung capacity then those who 
don't play brass or wind instruments. Research says if you 
improve your air quality it improves your lung capacity. If 
you exercise more frequently it helps your lungs which also 
increase your lung capacity. People who play in band 
exercise everyday bye using their instruments or bye 
working out on practice day bye marching. Also getting 
some vaccines can help your lung capacity.



Hypothesis

I predict that brass and wind instruments will have a 
better lung capacity than someone who does not play 
brass or wind instruments.



Materials 

● Brass and wind instrument players
● People who don't play brass and wind instruments 
● Balloons
● String
● Measuring tape



Procedures

●   Have a participant Blow up a balloon
● Tie up the balloon
● Measure the balloon with a measuring tape. 
● Write down data 
● Graph the data



Data/graph



conclusion

In conclusion based on the data i gathered the non 
musicians had a better lung capacity than the 
musicians. If i were to do this again i would have a 
bigger group of people to test this on. Over all i had to 
many variables with this experiment. These variables 
included people that were different from each other. 
My hypothesis turned out to be incorrect based on the 
data i have gathered.



Purpose/ variables

In my experiment i had many variables. These variables 
include , different sizes of people, different ages, different 
genders, and a very small size group. If i were to do this 
experiment again i would change all of those and see if that 
makes a difference.
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